Effects of hypercapnia and hypoxemia on fetal breathing after decortication.
The effects of hypercapnia and hypoxemia on breathing movements were studied in 12 chronically decorticated fetal sheep, 127-140 days gestation. The fetal state of consciousness was defined in terms of activity of the lateral rectus and nuchal muscles. Arterial blood pressure was monitored. Fetal breathing was determined by integrated diaphragmatic electromyogram (EMG) and analyzed in terms of inspiratory time (TI), expiratory time (TE), electrical equivalent of tidal volume (EVT), breath interval (TT), duty cycle (TI/TT), mean inspiratory flow equivalent (EVT/TI), and instantaneous ventilation equivalent (EVT/TT). Fetal breathing occurred only during episodes of rapid-eye movements, and the response to hypercapnia consisted of an increase in EVT, TI, EVE, and EVT/TI and a decrease in the coefficient of variation of all measured parameters. Induction of hypoxia during episodes of spontaneous fetal breathing produced a decrease in the rate of breathing and an increase in EVT and TI with no change in the variability of all parameters studied. Since similar responses to hypercapnia and hypoxemia are seen in the intact fetus, we conclude that the cerebral cortex has no obvious effect on the chemical control of fetal breathing.